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After serving half a dozen tours in Afghanistan and Iraq as a US Marine, Cambio Todelli - known as
Toad to his MC brothers - is left with a penchant for violence and no emotional attachment between
his heart and his groin. As the Sergeant at Arms for the Selected Sinners MC, Toad has one
assignment and he takes it very seriously. Keeping his Brothers safe from harm at any cost.
Although he believes he ultimately stands for what is moral and justified, he admits sometimes the
lines simply become blurred. In short, Toad is a walking contradiction. The descendant of a long line
of prideful Italian American US Marines, he is now living a far cry from his upbringing in the Catholic
church. Sydney Shephard is an orphan, and has recently lost her only sibling, an older brother, to a
lifelong prison sentence. After losing her job, she is now homeless, penniless, and without any form
of family or friend. As easy as it may be to do so, she refuses to lose her spirit, her spunk, or her
sense of humor. After having been in multiple abusive relationships in her past, Sydney has vowed
to either live a life of solitude, or find a man who will treat her as an equal. When a bank robbery
goes awry, leaving Toad on one side of the bank, and Sydney on the other, Toad must make a
decision and make it quick. And when Toad decides to do something, heaven help anyone who tries
to stop him.AUTHOR'S NOTE: Taking The Heat is a stand-alone love story. No other book is
required to tell THIS tale. It does contain explicit language, sexual situations, and the intricacies of
being in an Outlaw Motorcycle Club. All sexual partners in this MC Erotic Romance are over the age
of 18. Stand alone love story. HEA. No cliff hanger. Taking The Heat is Book II in a series of
stand-alone MC Erotic Romance novels.
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I was a ball of mixed emotions about this story, I finished last night and feel asleep thinking about
what I would rate it, last night I felt that it would have to be a 3.5 maybe a 4 star rating. There were
things in this story I did not agree with and actions by the characters that did not sit well with me. As
you can see I changed my mind. This change came early this morning when I woke up, thinking
about my dad. My dad was one of the BEST men I have ever had the privilege to know and he had
a standing rule in his house no discussions at his table about politics or religion. He felt very strongly
that somethingâ€™s were no one elseâ€™s business and that no one needed to defend his or her
beliefs to anyone. The thoughts of my dad this morning storta right sized me to the emotions I was
feeling from this book. And reminded me that most of the problems that come in front of me are of
my own making.Mr. Hildreth did an amazing job in portraying a VERY thought provoking story
revolving around extremely complicated and intense characters. Right from the beginning there
were clues to the depth of the characters and at the same time he challenged you to grow as a
reader in stepping out of your comfort zone and not judge. Judgment was one of the things I had a
hard time with in this story, for I have a different understanding of the concept of judgment. In my
opinion we all judge, it is a FACT!! We judge people on whether or not they will be someone we can
trust, enjoy time with, or simply stating if they are happy or bitchy. I do not see judgment as a
necessarily a bad thing, it only becomes harmful when you put judgment into action and condemn
someone or something. I know I make judgments daily. What I try very strongly to not do is
condemn, even characters in a novel.

The characters in this book will have you in stitches, and having you change your panties!Toad is
the perfect guy for me. He's a military veteran, a sinner, a saint, a hard a$$ when he has to be, he's
compassionate, loves animals, loves is brothers, but loves Sydney more. Toad is misunderstood by
people in the community because of his outward appearance. But what some don't realize is that he
struggles with survivors syndrome from the war. He tries his best to right all the wrongs for people.
That's where the other characters come in to place.Sydney, has been down on Her luck for a while.
She accepts no hand outs though. She is a true believer in working for what she gets. She finds

herself in a shady situation at a bank, when Toad walks in. Toad takes it upon himself to help
Sydney out by covering for her. He hooks her up with a job and a place to stay until she can figure
out her plans.Otis, is a good friend of Toads. He is a stand up guy who Toad confides in. He's also a
Sinner. Otis is the friend that everyone should have. You can be straight with him, and you can tell
him things in confidence with no judgment. He's a huge teddy bear, really.Biscuit, where do I even
start? Biscuit is a joker and crap talker. He finds humor in all things. He's also a Sinner. He likes to
ruffle Toads feathers for sure.Junior, oh my! This guy is off the charts. He works at Toads
restaurant. He's another person that Toad took under his wings.Junior quit school to help his mom
take care of him and his siblings. He's a big boy. When Toad notices his food prices are going up he
soon finds out why, but Toad gets creative on how he rectified that issue.Sloan, she's a HOT MESS!
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